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New version of syllabus now up.

Re. Humans 3.0:  The Upgrading of the Species
Peter Nowak will speak on September 23, at 7pm, in Sage 3303.

http://kryten.mm.rpi.edu/COURSES/AHR/ahr.html
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The Balderdash that is Humans 3.0: The Upgrading of the Species

Selmer Bringsjord
Sept 25 2019, 12 noon
RPI:  Sage 4101
(lunch provided)

Here’s an accurate encapsulation, put declaratively, of the book (H3.0) in question:

As a matter of mathematics, religious belief will disappear.  Work will be obsolete, but 
economic well-being will be maximally high across Earth’s human population; this will be 
enabled by AI toiling for us.  Science will explain everything, including discovering the 
“patterns” that are us.  With these patterns in our hands, we will be able to repeatedly 
“upload” to the physical substrate of our choosing, and thereby live forever.  Then, by 2045, 
The Singularity will occur, the moment in time when machine intelligence exceeds human 
intelligence, and immediately thereafter explodes to higher and higher levels that infinitely 
exceed our own (relatively speaking) rodent-level one.  Conveniently, we will merge with the 
machines so as to dodge being destroyed by them, and this “hybrid human-machine 
intelligence” will busy itself with [yada yada yada].

Unfortunately for Nowak (2015), author of H3.0, there is a slight problem:  viz., every single 
claim here is but balderdash, at best.  In this talk, I patiently explain this diagnosis, one bound, 
I know, to be emotionally disturbing to those who take such claptrap seriously.
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The Balderdash that is Humans 3.0: The Upgrading of the Species

Selmer Bringsjord
Nov 11 2019, 7pm
RPI; Room: Sage 3303
public invited

Here’s an accurate encapsulation, put declaratively, of the book (H3.0) in question:

As a matter of mathematics, religious belief will disappear.  Work will be obsolete, but 
economic well-being will be maximally high across Earth’s human population; this will be 
enabled by AI toiling for us.  Science will explain everything, including discovering the 
“patterns” that are us.  With these patterns in our hands, we will be able to repeatedly 
“upload” to the physical substrate of our choosing, and thereby live forever.  Then, by 2045, 
The Singularity will occur, the moment in time when machine intelligence exceeds human 
intelligence, and immediately thereafter explodes to higher and higher levels that infinitely 
exceed our own (relatively speaking) rodent-level one.  Conveniently, we will merge with the 
machines so as to dodge being destroyed by them, and this “hybrid human-machine 
intelligence” will busy itself with [yada yada yada].

Unfortunately for Nowak (2015), author of H3.0, there is a slight problem:  viz., every single 
claim here is but balderdash, at best.  In this talk, I patiently explain this diagnosis, one bound, 
I know, to be emotionally disturbing to those who take such claptrap seriously.



Any questions/comments re 
syllabus & course mechanics?
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http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/pdf/10.1080/0952813X.2010.502314

http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/pdf/10.1080/0952813X.2010.502314
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All tulips are flowers.

Assuming that the two premises are true, does 
the conclusion follow deductively from them?

{8x(Fx ! Cx), 8x(Tx ! Cx)} 6` 8x(Tx ! Fx)
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“The Problems that Generate the Rationality Debate are Too Easy, Given What Our Economy Now Demands”

http://kryten.mm.rpi.edu/sb.yy.stanovich.pdf
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Or test.  For an overview of Psychometric AI, see:

http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/pdf/10.1080/0952813X.2010.502314

http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/pdf/10.1080/0952813X.2010.502314
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?
h

h�,⇡i h↵, argument/proof iToday’s (statistical/
connectionist) machine-
learning systems are 
fundamentally incapable 
of providing the 
argument/proof.

https://www.darpa.mil/program/explainable-artificial-intelligence

https://www.darpa.mil/program/explainable-artificial-intelligence
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Main Claim

Definition of Perfect Present Rationality
Let T be the relevant set of tests. Then: An agent a is perfectly presently rational
if and only if (i) a answers all questions on all t 2 T , and (ii) provides a sound argument or
proof showing that each such answer is correct.

<latexit sha1_base64="+75n+JyPSDrRBt3WHVEAbaChxb8=">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</latexit>
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Further Discussion?


